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Abstract13
All rain gauges mounted above the ground surface present an obstruction to the prevailing14
wind. The airflow surrounding the gauge is deformed by this blockage. There is an accel-15
eration of wind above the orifice of a gauge, which deflects raindrops and snowflakes away16
from the orifice, to land ’downstream’ of the area represented by the gauge. This reduces the17
collection efficiency and causes what is commonly referred to as ’wind-induced undercatch’.18
The method of mounting a gauge with the collector at or below the level of the ground is of-19
ten not practicable, therefore it is important to mitigate the effect of the wind-induced un-20
dercatch by other means where possible. The physical shape of a gauge has a significant21
impact on its collection efficiency. In this study, we show that appropriate ’aerodynamic’22
shapes are able to reduce the deformation of the airflow, which can reduce undercatch. We23
employed computational fluid-dynamic simulations to evaluate the time-averaged airflow re-24
alized around ’aerodynamic’ rain gauges when impacted by wind. Terms of comparison are25
provided by the results obtained for two standard ’conventional’ rain gauge shapes. The sim-26
ulations have been run for different wind speeds and are based on a time-averaged Reynolds27
Averaged Navier-Stokes model. The shape of the aerodynamic gauges is shown to have a28
positive impact on the time-averaged airflow patterns observed around the orifice compared29
to the conventional shapes. Furthermore, the turbulent air velocity fields for the aerodynamic30
shapes present ’recirculating’ structures, which may improve the particle-catching capabili-31
ties of the gauge collector.32
1 Introduction33
Obtaining accurate measurements of precipitation is a complicated undertaking. For34
such a fundamental and underpinning hydrological process, there exists an alarming amount35
of uncertainty, which is often unappreciated by the scientific community. Rain gauges are36
widely considered the most accurate method of quantifying precipitation at a point in space37
and time. Globallly, rain gauge networks deliver products of varying quality, which are used38
widely in applications such as water resources quantification, flood forecasting and warning,39
and numerical weather prediction.40
Inherent systematic errors (biases) are introduced via two means, broadly defined as42
’instrumental’ and ’environmental’ errors; these are also considered as ’counting’ and ’catch-43
ing’ errors, respectively (Table 1). The former are related to the ability of a rain gauge to44
’sense’ and correctly quantify the precipitation particles as they pass through the instrument.45
Environmental or ’catching’ errors are determined by the ability of a rain gauge aperture to46
collect a quantity of precipitation which is characteristic of the area of ground it is intended47
to represent. In other words, this is the ability to represent the rate or quantity of precipita-48
tion which would have landed on the ground surface area covered by the rain gauge, if the49
rain gauge itself were not present. The counting errors of rain gauges are well documented in
Table 1. Summary of the sources of error in rainfall measurement for a tipping-bucket type automatic gauge41
COUNTING ERRORS CATCHING ERRORS
- Mechanical losses at different rainfall intensities - Wind-induced errors due to the gauge shape
- Repeatability of tipping bucket mechanism and mounting height
- Blockages of the mechanical components - Evaporation of the uncounted rainfall
- Electronic, algorithm and logging errors - Drops splash in/out of the collector
- Wetting of the funnel and the tipping bucket surfaces
- Water adhesion to the funnel and tipping buckets surfaces
50
the laboratory and field intercomparisons of rainfall intensity gauges promoted by the World51
Meteorological Organization [Lanza and Stagi, 2009; Lanza and Vuerich, 2009]. High-52
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lighted in bold in Table 1 are wind-induced errors that are considered in this study, which53
contribute to the overall uncertainty characterizing precipitation measurements. Mounting a54
gauge at or below the level of the ground is widely accepted to negate this effect for rainfall.55
However, it is often not practicable to mount gauges below ground. Therefore, it is important56
to mitigate the effect of the wind-induced undercatch by other means where possible.57
The physical shape of a gauge has a significant impact on its collection efficiency. In58
this study, we show that appropriate ’aerodynamic’ shapes are able to reduce the deformation59
of the airflow, which can reduce undercatch. Two ’conventional’ rain gauge shapes were se-60
lected on the basis of their use in operational networks. The straight-sided cylindrical gauge,61
the Casella, is used globally and in particular by the Environment Agency’s (EA) network62
in England. This shape was selected due to its similarity to shapes of the majority of other63
TBRs, although the refinement of their edges can slightly differ.64
The other non-aerodynamic (weighing) rain gauge selected is the OTT Pluvio2. This65
gauge was also chosen based on its use in operational networks. For example, it is used by66
the EA and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) in particular at remote lo-67
cations, which are often in highly exposed environments [Grust and Stewart, 2012; Active,68
2017]. The Pluvio2 is similar in shape to most other typical weighing rain gauges. There-69
fore, the two conventional shapes chosen and described here represent good examples of a70
’typical’ TBR shape and a ’typical’ weighing gauge shape, respectively.71
The other two models were selected specifically for their aerodynamic shape (Figure78
1). The EML ARG100 rain gauge was designed in the early 1980s at the then Institute of Hy-79
drology, Wallingford, UK (now Centre for Ecology and Hydrology). The gauge profile was80
created to reduce interference to the surrounding wind flow. Considerable work was sub-81
sequently undertaken in the early 2000s to optimise the shape through extensive empirical82
work based on field trials of various iterations of the gauge shape, documented in Strange-83
ways [2004]. The final optimised shape became the basis of a commercial product, which is84
now the EML SBS gauge. This final gauge profile represents a trade-off between minimis-85
ing the wind impact and reducing out-splash [Strangeways, 2004]. The EML SBS500 is now86
used operationally by the UK Met Office and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency87
in their networks of tipping bucket rain gauges. The positive effects of using ’aerodynamic’
Figure 1. 3D models of the EML ARG100 (left panel) and the EML SBS500 (right panel) tipping bucket
rain gauges. The orifice diameters of the two gauges are equal to 254 mm; their heights are 310 mm and 425





shapes of the above kind are evaluated by studying the deformation of the airflow around89
both conventional and aerodynamic gauges with a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) nu-90
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Figure 2. 3D models of the Casella (left panel) and the OTT Pluvio2 (right panel) tipping bucket rain
gauges. The orifice diameters of the two gauges are 228 mm and 160 mm; their heights are 320 mm and 757




merical model. Firstly, we review previous work on the assessment of rain gauge undercatch91
due to wind effects, including previous CFD simulation experiments. The CFD model set-up92
is then described, followed by the presentation of the results in graphical form, together with93
some numerical measures of aerodynamic performance.94
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2 Examining the evidence for wind-induced undercatch95
The wind-induced measurement error is considered the most significant cause of envi-96
ronmental or ’catching’ bias [Sevruk and Hamon, 1984; Goodison et al., 1998; Yang et al.,97
1999; Strangeways, 2004; Benning and Yang, 2005; Sieck et al., 2007; Mekonnen et al.,98
2015], and quantification of the inaccuracies associated with wind-induced measurement99
errors is essential. Without this information, all modelling and subsequent decision making100
is based on flawed knowledge, particularly when estimating precipitation in upland areas for101
storms characterized by high wind speeds.102
All rain gauges mounted above the ground surface present an obstruction to the pre-103
vailing wind. The airflow surrounding the gauge is deformed by this blockage. Invariably,104
there is an acceleration of wind above the orifice of a gauge, which deflects raindrops and105
snowflakes away from the orifice, to land ’downstream’ of the area represented by the gauge.106
This reduces the collection efficiency and causes what is commonly referred to as ’wind-107
induced undercatch’.108
The trajectories of precipitation particles become distorted in wind through the dis-109
placement and acceleration of wind flow over the top of the gauge [Warnick, 1956; Sevruk110
and Hamon, 1984; Folland, 1988; Goodison et al., 1998]. The extent of reduction (under-111
catch) due to the wind effect is a function of the wind speed at gauge orifice (and inside the112
gauge), precipitation type and particle falling velocities (drop size and distribution), rainfall113
intensity and the aerodynamic properties of a particular type of gauge. Furthermore, these114
variables are contingent upon the local climatology, so the wind-induced undercatch is site115
and season dependent; temperature therefore also can have an impact [Wolff et al., 2014].116
Recent studies concentrate on the implications of wind bias correction for solid pre-117
cipitation. Chubb et al. [2015] report that the observed precipitation amount in the Snowy118
Mountains, Australia, would in their worst-case scenario need to be increased by 52% to119
match what would have been recorded if appropriate shielding was available. Average sea-120
sonal undercatch was reported as being between 6% and 15% Chubb et al. [2015]. It is clear121
here and from other studies that the full specqtrum of wind-induced undercatch cannot be122
fully appreciated when it is averaged to this extent.123
Current methods of precipitation interpolation simply do not cater for the level of un-124
certainty prevalent in all precipitation observations. In Canada, another recent study reports125
that bias corrections increased monthly precipitation by up to 163% at windy sites with short126
vegetation [Pan et al., 2016]. However, increases at sites shielded by forest were only 13%.127
Solid precipitation underestimation is not unique in its worthiness of great concern.128
Rainfall is also highly susceptible to wind-induced undercatch to a significant extent. Re-129
gions like the UK, which are prone to large coincident rainfall and wind events, such as the130
devastating Storm Desmond in December 2015, suffer greatly from this phenomenon. The131
extent to which this is so has not yet been fully quantified because of its highly dynamic na-132
ture. Archer et al. [2007] reports of a storm in the upper Tyne catchment in the UK where133
upland wind speeds exceeded 40 ms−1, resulting in the estimated sub-catchment precipitation134
being less than the measured runoff. Such underestimation can have important implications135
for the design of flood defences and the performance of real-time flood forecasting systems136
as well.137
All historical precipitation measurements are therefore systematically deficient. The138
extent of this undercatch is unknown and constantly varying, due to the complexity of the139
inter-relationship between the set of dependent variables outlined above. There are sev-140
eral sources of uncertainty in the measurement of precipitation. The only widely accepted141
method of accurately measuring rainfall is by using a WMO reference pit gauge [Sevruk and142
Hamon, 1984; Lanza and Vuerich, 2009]. However, this is impractical for other than a lim-143
ited number of research sites.144
Despite the problem being identified as early as Heberden [1769], it has not been deci-145
sively dealt with. In the past, this may be due to a not sufficient capability of measuring pre-146
cipitation at the temporal resolution required to describe the highly time-dependent physical147
process governing wind-induced error. This would be a pervasive problem when measuring148
using manual rain gauges. In addition, a lack of understanding of the physical basis of un-149
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dercatch inhibited the development of methods of mitigating it. Attempts have been made to150
carry out some rainfall measurements correction based on existing data and empirical proce-151
dures [Sevruk, 1982], but the physical nature of this complex mathematical function has not152
been described adequately due to limitations in field data collection. Such methods are often153
restricted by a lack of relevant information, in space and in time. They may also be limited to154
a localised geographical location and for a particular dataset.155
The quantification of wind-induced undercatch is commonly performed by comparing156
amounts measured by manual and automatic gauges with different shapes, mounting heights157
and wind shielding systems [Sevruk and Hamon, 1984; Goodison et al., 1998; Yang et al.,158
1999; Strangeways, 2004]. According to the CIMO Guide to Meteorological Instruments159
and Methods of Observations [WMO, 2012], the main feature of reference gauge design is to160
minimize or control the effect of wind on the catch, which is the most serious environmental161
factor for gauges at low intensity rates. This is achieved by installing the instruments within a162
reference pit [Sevruk and Hamon, 1984] realized according to the specifications provided by163
the European Standard 13798 [EN, 2002]. Such methods of investigation are therefore field164
based empirical investigations using real data captured in the environment.165
A detailed study by Warnick [1956] examined the effect of the gauge orifice on the sur-166
rounding airflow, based on a wind tunnel experiment of the Sacramento and Radio-Reporting167
gauges [Warnick, 1956]. This laboratory investigation provided the first evidence of the sen-168
sitivity of airflow velocity and turbulence intensity close to the collecting orifices of differ-169
ent gauge shapes. Time-averaged CFD simulations of cylindrical and flat champagne glass-170
shaped gauges were performed by Folland [1988] based on a Reynolds Averaged Navier-171
Stokes (RANS) k − ε model; the results of this work were corroborated by Sevruk et al.172
[1991]. These studies were among the first to apply CFD modelling methods to the wind-173
induced rainfall undercatch problem. CFD has the potential to provide a mathematically174
robust method of assessing the effect of the wind on a rain gauge, and thus provide a level175
of understanding which could lead to the development of a physically-based correction al-176
gorithm, augmented by empirical evidence from high resolution field data. However, prior177
to the development of a robust correction algorithm, CFD simulations are a useful tool to178
evaluate what the optimal shapes for measuring precipitation are. Detailed estimates of the179
rainfall undercatch under different horizontal wind speeds were derived in Nešpor [1998] by180
coupling CFD airflows with a Lagrangian tracking model of the liquid particles. This study181
showed a significant influence of the rainfall intensity on the measurement undercatch for182
three different cylindrically-shaped gauges characterized by different orifices.183
Constantinescu et al. [2006] describe the highly turbulent behaviour of the airflow ob-184
served around two MetOne gauges, characterized by a cylindrical shape, when a CFD anal-185
ysis is performed based on Large Eddy Simulations (LES). The authors highlighted the im-186
portance of accounting for turbulence when coupling the CFD results with particle tracking187
models.188
Further CFD simulations investigated the role of the precipitation particle crystal types189
and the particle size distribution for solid precipitation measurements made by a ’chimney’-190
shaped Geonor T200B gauge with a single Alter shielded [Thériault et al., 2012]. Colli191
et al. [2016a,b] extended this CFD study to characterize the effect of the turbulent airflows192
generated by the single Alter wind-shield, and compared the results of RANS and LES ap-193
proaches. More sophisticated modelling of the snow crystal hydrodynamics has been shown194
to increase the agreement between field observations and simulation estimates of the wind-195
induced undercatch [Colli et al., 2015].196
The above studies focused on simulating airflows around conventional cylindrical rain197
gauge shapes, or ’chimney’ type rain gauge shapes where the diameter is reduced towards the198
top of the gauge. The present study provides a sound quantitative assessment of the turbulent199
air velocity fields realized by adopting aerodynamic rain gauge shapes, and assesses the pos-200
sible implications for reducing undercatch with respect to conventional (or non-aerodynamic)201
shapes. The research focuses on two aerodynamic rain gauges; the ARG100 and the SBS500202
which owe their designs to research carried out by Folland [1988] and Strangeways [2004],203
respectively.204
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Table 2. Number of surface triangles adopted to model the rain gauges216
Gauge Number of surface triangles Number of vertices
Casella 5760 2882
OTT Pluvio 5760 2882
EML ARG100 61920 30962
EML SBS500 53280 26642
3 Method of investigation205
The objective of this research is addressed by means of the following steps. Firstly, the206
simulation set-up activities are performed by modelling the gauge geometries and the spatial207
discretization of the environmental domain. Numerical schemes are chosen for the terms that208
appear in the CFD model being employed (derivatives, gradients, Laplacians and interpola-209
tions) and the simulation parameters are set. The time-averaged airflows for the four selected210
rain gauge shapes are then evaluated by means of a two-equation k − ω Shear Stress Tensor211
(SST) RANS model in a parallel computation framework. The open-source numerical solver212
OpenFOAM is used to perform the simulations. Finally, simulation results are processed to213
compute objective measures of comparison, and to provide graphical representations.214
3.1 Modelling gauge geometries and spatial discretization215
The first step of the investigation was the three-dimensional modelling of the rain218
gauge surfaces. The 3D models are composed of triangular two-dimensional elements; the219
number of triangles representing the rain gauge surfaces determines the quality of the 3D220
model. Table 2 reports the number of elements adopted for each 3D modelled gauge, prior to221
carrying out the CFD simulations. Compared to the traditional Casella gauge and the OTT222
Pluvio2, the aerodynamic gauges required a greater number of elements due to their com-223
plex geometry. Figures 1 and 2 provide a three-dimensional view of the aerodynamic and224
traditional gauges respectively. Spatial discretization is the process by which a spatial com-225
putational domain, and the grid, or ’mesh’ within it, is defined. For this study, the domain226
consists of a 3 m x 3 m x 9 m rectangular ’environmental box’ with the geometries of the rain227
gauges located 3 m from the inlet boundary. The gauge geometries have been constructed to228
represent a ’true’ 1:1 scale. Each gauge is placed on the ’floor’ of the computational domain,229
therefore the top of a gauge’s collecting orifice represents the height of each gauge. The three230
coordinates are orientated such that the z axis refers to the vertical direction, the x axis to the231
stream-wise and y to the cross-wise direction (Figure 3). The origin of the axes lies at the232
center of the gauge collector in order to exploit the axial symmetry of the gauges.233
The three-dimensional spatial domain was discretized using unstructured hybrid hexa-234
hedral/prismatic finite volume meshes, specifically tailored for each gauge geometry. Struc-235
tured hexahedral meshes are commonly preferred due to their improved accuracy in solving236
viscous flows, and for the computational optimization they provide. However, hybrid un-237
structured meshes were chosen because of the necessity to employ an adaptive discretization238
method for these gauge geometries, while maintaining a good geometrical quality of the lo-239
cal cells adjacent to the wall boundary zones [Jasak, 1996]. The prismatic elements are well240
suited for binding the two-dimensional triangular elements, which lie on the modelled ge-241
ometries. These are accompanied by staggered layers of cells that refine the regions affected242
by high gradients in the transport equations.243
The quality of the meshes used in this section of the numerical activity have been ver-252
ified by using standard parameters proposed by [Jasak, 1996], and detailed in the following.253
The mesh ’orthogonality’ is defined as the angular deviation of the vector normal to the con-254
necting face from the vector connecting the two cell centers; it adds numerical diffusion to255
the solution, damping the gradients of the flow fields. The ’skewness’ is the deviation of the256
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Figure 3. The EML SBS500 viewed within the computational domain from different perspectives.217
Table 3. Geometric characteristics and quality factors (max cells skewness, non-orthogonality and aspect
ratio) of different three-dimensional grids adopted to conduct the RANS simulations
244
245
Model N. elements (103) Max cells
hexa prisms skew. non-ortho. aspect ratio
Casella ≈ 800 16.7 2.49 54.8 4.0
OTT Pluvio2 ≈ 2000 10.4 2.9 54.0 4.1
EML ARG100 ≈ 1000 33.4 4.3 58.5 5.6
EML SBS500 ≈ 800 9.6 3.2 50.0 4.2
vector connecting any two cells from the face center and it also adds numerical diffusion to257
the solution. The mesh ’aspect ratio’ (AR) is the ratio between the longest side and the short-258
est side of the cells. Large aspect ratios are acceptable only if the flow gradients in the direc-259
tions of the longest sides are small. The characteristics and the values of the quality parame-260
ters associated with the different spatial grids realized in this activity are detailed in Table 3.261
262
Figures 3, 4 and 5 provide examples of the finite volume spatial discretization adopted263
to carry out the CFD simulations. Figure 3 depicts the modelled geometric lattice of the264
EML SBS500 gauge. Figures 4 and 5 refer to the EML ARG100 meshing. This 3D geomet-265
ric framework has been created for all gauges.266
The adoption of the wall unit y+ guides the selection of an appropriate grid spacing267
in the regions close to the surfaces of the computational domain [Ariff et al., 2009]; y+ is268
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Figure 4. A stream-wise vertical section passing through the center of the EML ARG100. There is a high
level of grid refinement close to the rain gauge collecting orifice in this depiction of the spatial discretization,




Figure 5. Stream-wise vertical section of the finite volumes spatial discretization of the EML ARG100
computational domain. Grades of refinement have been adopted at different proximities to the gauge. Areas of





y+ = yuτν−1 (1)
where y (m) is the distance to the wall, uτ (ms-1) is the friction velocity and (m2s−1) is the270
kinematic viscosity of the carrying fluid (air). The problem with such boundary layer regions271
is that the viscous stresses dominate the turbulent fluctuations, so high gradients of velocity272
are present.273
The airflow patterns are solved by modelling the boundary layer regions of the flow274
with specific wall functions. This is reasonable since the problem of the wind driven turbu-275
lence is governed by the free flow regions and the wall function method noticeably reduces276
the computational requirement of the simulation.277
There is not a unique indication about how large the space between the location of the281
first cell node and the wall surfaces should be. However, when a wall function is being used,282
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Table 4. Values of the non-dimensional wall coordinate (wall unit) y+ calculated at the level of the first
layer of cells surrounding the tested gauges. The results are obtained from the RANS dataset computed with




Model Gauge min. y+ max y+ avg y+
RANS (Uw = 2m/s) - Casella 0.001 22.370 3.001
- OTT Pluvio2 0.007 42.688 3.225
- EML ARG100 0.002 30.514 1.551
- EML SBS500 0.037 25.288 3.544
one has to locate at least the first node within the boundary layer (y+ < 100) in order to allow283
the model to correctly interpolate the profile of the modeled variable [Launder and Spalding,284
1974]. It is considered good practice to verify, in a post-process phase, the actual y+ values285
realized around the object surfaces. This is because the values of uτ in the standard y+ cal-286
culation are not known "a priori". Subsequently, the mesh sizing should be adjusted in order287
to dimension the first cell layer with an appropriate height. Table 4 reports the calculation of288
the minimum, maximum and averaged y+ values on the first cell nodes wrapping the gauge289
surface from the RANS dataset, where Uw = 2 ms−1. In all proposed gauges, the first layer290
was sized so as to have the corresponding wall unit value comprised within the boundary291
layer and hence the wall function correctly applied.292
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3.2 The fluid-dynamic model293
There is no universally applicable approach for physically calculating the complexities294
of fluids when they exhibit non-laminar flow (turbulence); each modelling scheme adopted295
must balance simplifications/assumptions and representativeness of the solution. However,296
measures can be taken to check and verify that the most appropriate model and modelling297
technique are selected for any given application. The time-independent simulations per-298
formed in this study are based on the two-equation RANS model [Menter, 1993] that is299
widely used in CFD practice for simulating a number of turbulent flows with a finite volume300
discretization. It is convenient to specify the fluctuating velocity u (ms−1) and pressure per301
unit density p (m2s−2), in terms of the spatial coordinates x and the time t, as follows:302
u(x, t) = û(x) + u′(x, t) (2a)
p(x, t) = p̂(x) + p′(x, t) (2b)
303
where the hat symbol is used to indicate arithmetic means and the apostrophe refers to
a realization of the random variable. The Navier-Stokes system of equations can be written
under the assumption of isothermal flow, constant viscosity and a Reynolds-averaging of the
velocity vector, obtaining the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations in the
form:
∇ · (û) = 0 (3a)
∂û
∂t
+ ∇ · (ûû) = −∇p̂
ρ
+ ν∇2û − 1
ρ
∇ · τR (3b)
where ρ is density, ν the kinematic viscosity and τR is the Reynolds-stress tensor defined as:304
τR = −ρ(u′u′) (4)
The turbulent kinetic energy k (m2s−2) is the kinetic energy per unit mass of the turbu-305





< u′2 > + < v′2 > + < w′2 >
)
(5)
The turbulent dissipation ε (m2s−2) is the rate at which k is converted into thermal internal307







The common formulations of the RANS model couple the governing equation of the turbu-309
lent kinetic energy with a second transport expression that satisfies a differential equation310
similar to k. This additional expression is generally formulated for either ε or ω (s−1), the311
turbulence specific dissipation rate, depending on the specific problem and characterizes the312
k−ε and k−ω two-equation models. The turbulence specific dissipation rate is related to k by313
means of the kinematic eddy viscosity t = kω−1 (m2s−1) as detailed by Wilcox [2006]. When314
solving free-stream flows with relatively small pressure gradient, the k − ε models provide315
reliable results [Bardina et al., 1997]. The accuracy of the solution is reduced for bounded316
flows with large adverse pressure gradients. Modern RANS solvers included on CFD toolk-317
its such as OpenFOAM and ANSYS Fluent allow the user to apply a more advanced method318
that concentrates the main advantages of the k − ω and k − ε two-equation models and that is319
usually referred to as the Shear Stress Tensor (SST) k − ω model [Menter, 1993]. The use of320
a SST k − ω method in the inner parts of the boundary layer makes the model directly usable321
down to the wall through the viscous sub-layer. The SST formulation also switches to a k − ε322
behavior in the free-stream, and thereby avoids the common k − ω problem that the model is323
too sensitive to the inlet free-stream turbulence properties.324
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3.3 Fluid property assumptions325
The fluid air has been characterized as a Newtonian incompressible fluid with a kine-326
matic viscosity νa = 1.40 · 10−5 m2s−1 and a density ρa = 1.25 kgm−3, at the environmental327
temperature Ta = 10o C. The present work does not consider possible variations of the air328
density with temperature that occur in the real world. We assume this contribution as negli-329
gible with respect to other factors governing the airflow turbulence.330
3.4 Initial and boundary conditions331
With reference to the rectangular computational domain, the undisturbed wind speed332
Uw (ms−1) was imposed parallel to the longest side (x axis) which is 9 m long. The velocity333
profiles of the vertical (z axis) and cross-wise (y axis) directions were maintained uniform334
and constant in time. These conditions were imposed on the inlet face of the domain that is335
represented by the y-z plane located at x = −3.0 m.336
The airflow outlet is imposed on the opposite face with respect to the inlet (x = 6.0337
m). The other three faces of the domain (excluding the ground surface) are assumed as slip-338
condition planes, i.e. the field values computed in the nodes adjacent to the boundary are339
modelled as symmetric to the outside nodes adjacent to the other side symmetry plane. Both340
the ground and rain gauge surfaces are assumed impermeable, and non-slip conditions are341
imposed.342
The initial conditions defined at the internal nodes before running a RANS simulation343
are specified as:344
Velocity: v = (Uw, 0, 0) ms−1 where Uw (ms−1) is the averaged uniform wind speed. The345
CFD simulations has been repeated by imposing Uw=2, 5, 7, 10 and 18 ms−1.346
Relative pressure: p = 0 m2s−2 (where the pressure units are normalized with the air347
density).348
Turbulent kinetic energy: estimated as k = 3/2(IUw)2 calculated for an average wind349
speed Uw and a turbulent intensity I = 0.20 evaluated from field measurements [Pol-350
lock et al., 2015]. The 3-dimensional wind observations have been measured using a351
Gill WindMaster ultrasonic anemometer at a resolution of 20Hz. They were captured352
at a UK field site in the northeast of England at the orifice height of an SBS500 gauge,353
mounted directly on the ground.354
Turbulent specific dissipation rate: ω = ρak/µτ (s−1) with k evaluated by using the355
preceding equation and approximating the dynamic eddy viscosity µτ (kgm−1s−1) to356
the dynamic viscosity of the air µ (kgm−1s−1).357
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4 Simulation results358
To investigate the impact of the airflow on precipitation particle trajectories, the princi-359
pal areas of interest are around, within and above the gauge collector’s area. Visualisation of360
this region is achieved by using two-dimensional contours, color plots and vertical profiles of361
the air velocity components and the turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the gauge ori-362
fice. With the aim of improving the comparability between the panels of the fluid-dynamic363
variables, the spatial coordinates have been normalized with the gauge collector diameter D364
(x/D, y/D and z/D) and the origin is located at the center of the collector.365
4.1 Vertical component of the air velocity366
Figures 6 and 7 are contour plots of the vertical component Uz of the air velocity, ob-375
served on a horizontal plane located at the gauge collector level, for wind speeds of Uw = 10376
ms−1 and Uw = 18 ms−1 , respectively. The OTT and the Casella gauges are located in the377
top left and the top right positions, respectively. The EML ARG100 and the EML SBS500378
are in the bottom left and the bottom right positions, respectively. All subsequent plots in this379
paper follow the same order. The same scale is used for the four gauges in each plot, so they380
are directly comparable. For descriptive purposes, the OTT and Casella gauges are grouped381
as the gauges with a ’conventional’ shape; the ARG100 and the SBS500 are grouped as the382
’aerodynamic’ gauges.
Figure 6. Horizontal contour plots showing the vertical component of airflow velocity Uz (ms−1) observed
at the gauge collector level. The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations







The OTT and the Casella gauges show distributed updrafts (red areas) around the col-385
lector with higher values upwind of the orifice rim. This evidence is also confirmed by the386
representations of Uz on a vertical plane for all the simulated wind conditions and is detailed387
in Table 5 for the sample wind speed Uw = 10 ms−1 . Table 5 shows non-dimensional val-388
ues of the air velocity components normalized for the wind speed Uw and turbulent kinetic389
energy k normalized with U2w observed in two different points located upstream and inside390
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Figure 7. Horizontal contour plots showing the vertical component of airflow velocity Uz (ms−1) observed
at the gauge collector level. The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations






the orifice (respectively x/D = −0.6 and x/D = 0.40) in the symmetry plane (y/D = 0)391
at the gauge collector level, as highlighted in Figure 8. The values of Uz/Uw measured out-392
side the collector and just before the orifice (x/D = −0.6) equal 0.71 for the OTT gauge and393
0.55 for the Casella model. The two aerodynamic gauges show much lower values with mi-394
nor differences between them (Uz/Uw equals 0.40 for the ARG100 gauge and 0.41 for the395
SBS500). The values of the non-dimensional magnitude of velocity U/Uw computed at the396
same location reflect lower airflow velocity regimes in the case of the aerodynamic shapes.397
Recent studies [Thériault et al., 2012; Colli et al., 2015, 2016a,b] showed that a simi-405
lar positive vertical component of the airflow velocity tends to shift upward the trajectories406
of non-liquid precipitation particles, which is the principal cause of wind-induced under-407
catch. A similar behaviour is expected also for rainfall even if reduced by the heavier hydro-408
dynamic classification of liquid particles [Colli, 2014]. Note that the region inside the aero-409
dynamic collector between -0.5 and 0 in the streamwise direction (x/D) is characterized by410
higher magnitudes of Uz compared to the OTT and the Casella gauges. On the other hand,411
the downdraft (blue areas) occurring between 0 and 1 of the stream-wise direction (x/D)412
close to the orifice is wider and stronger for the aerodynamic gauges than for conventional413
gauges. This relevant downdraft inside the aerodynamic gauge collectors is also highlighted414
by the vertical non-dimensional velocity values reported in Table 5 at the x/D = 0, 4 posi-415
tion. For a wind speed Uw = 10 ms−1 ,the SBS500 model show a stronger Uz/U result equal416
to -0,34 in contrast with the OTT model which shows the minimum vertical velocity magni-417
tude (Uz/U = −0, 04) among the tested gauges. The presence of a strong downdraft inside418
the gauge orifice may facilitate the convergence of the particle trajectories, thus increasing419
the collection efficiency [Colli et al., 2016b]. A Lagrangian particle-tracking model could420
help identify the role of these patterns on the collection performance of the gauge, which is421
not easily deducible a priori.422
Figure 9 shows the magnitude of velocity Um represented on a stream-wise vertical426
plane for the different gauges. The white band displayed for all gauges represents the shear427
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Figure 8. Stream-wise position of the virtual measurement probes located at the gauge orifice level.384
Table 5. Non-dimensional values of the air velocity components (Ux/Uw , Uy/Uw , Uz/Uw), magnitude of
velocity U/Uw and turbulent kinetic energy k/U2w computed by the RANS k − ω SST model at the gauge




x/D Ux/Uw Uy/Uw Uz/Uw U/Uw k/U2w
ARG100 -0,60 0,63 0,01 0,41 0,75 1,75E-07
SBS500 -0,60 0,63 0,00 0,40 0,74 2,13E-07
OTT -0,60 0,72 0,00 0,71 1,01 3,26E-05
CASELLA -0,60 0,64 0,01 0,55 0,84 4,00E-07
ARG100 0,40 0,16 0,00 -0,16 0,22 8,20E-03
SBS500 0,40 0,27 0,01 -0,34 0,43 2,89E-03
OTT 0,40 -0,14 0,01 -0,04 0,14 9,56E-03
CASELLA 0,40 -0,08 0,20 -0,15 0,26 1,29E-02
layer; the wind speed here equals the undisturbed wind velocity. This layer separates the428
region characterized by strong airflow regimes above the collector (Uw < Um, red color)429
from the recirculating airflow zone inside the gauge (Uw > Um, blue color); this feature is430
corroborated by Nešpor [1998]. In the EML SBS500 case (panel d), the shear layer spans431
across the orifice and touches the downwind edge of the collector; this occurs to a lesser432
extent for the EML ARG100 gauge (panel c). This behaviour is partially explained by the433
stronger downdrafts occurring inside the EML SBS500 and ARG100 collectors (Figures 6434
and 7) which pulls the shear layer downwards towards the downwind edge. Conversely, this435
does not occur for the shear layers of the OTT and the Casella airflows (panels a and b, re-436
spectively) as they develop beyond the downwind edge of the collector and reach higher ver-437
tical levels than in the aerodynamic cases. In addition, the airflow vectors and the contours438
of the velocity magnitude for the aerodynamic gauges (panels c and d of Figure 9) show that439
stronger recirculation patterns occur inside the gauge collector when the shear layer spans440
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Figure 9. Color plots of the vertical stream wise section of the airflow magnitude of velocity Um (ms−1)
observed at the collector level of the OTT Pluvio2 (a), Casella (b), EML ARG100 (c) and EML SBS500 (d).
The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations with a horizontal wind speed Uw





Table 6. Maximum values of the air velocity magnitude max(U/Uw), turbulent kinetic energy max(k/U2w)
observed in the center of the collector (x/D = 0 and y/D = 0) at level z/Dmax for a wind speed Uw = 10




max(U/Uw) z/Dmax(U) max(k/U2w) z/Dmax(k)
ARG100 1,28 0,26 6,10E-03 0,06
SBS500 1,29 0,25 2,49E-03 0,10
OTT 1,18 0,43 2,65E-02 0,19
CASELLA 1,20 0,29 6,70E-03 0,08
closer to the downwind edge, while the ’cylinder’-shaped Casella and the ’chimney-shaped’441
OTT models are characterized by much weaker recirculating airflows.442
The vertical profiles of the horizontal component of the airflow velocity (Ux) observed446
above the orifice level (see Figure 10) are characterized by a similar behaviour among the447
gauges characterized by an aerodynamic shape. By increasing the wind speed, the profiles448
maintain the same shape and rescale their values accordingly. Table 6 details the maximum449
value of the air velocity magnitude in non-dimensional terms and the associated vertical level450
expressed in collector diameter units D. The OTT profiles of Ux reach their maximum values451
at a higher level (z/D = 0.43) compared to the SBS500 (z/D = 0.25), ARG100 (z/D =452
0.26) and the Casella gauge (z/D = 0.30) as corroborated by Figure 9.453
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Figure 10. Vertical profiles of the horizontal component of the airflow velocity Ux (ms−1) observed in the
center of the collector (x/D = 0 and y/D = 0); z/D = 0 represents the orifice level. The values have been
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4.2 Turbulent kinetic energy454
The turbulent kinetic energy k provides an indication of the level of turbulence gener-461
ated by the rain gauge shape. Using real-world k boundary conditions [Pollock et al., 2015]462
retains the wind speed characteristics that are enforced on the system in the field. These can463
be non-parameterised and scaled according to each input wind speed selected.
Figure 11. Horizontal contour plots of the airflow turbulent kinetic energy k (m2s−2) observed at the gauge
collector level. The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations with a horizontal





The contour plots reported in Figures 11 and 12 focus on a horizontal plane located472
at the gauge collector level. At a wind speed equal to 2 ms−1 the aerodynamic gauges and473
the Casella are characterized by comparable levels of k, which are slightly lower than the474
turbulent kinetic energy figures observed in the OTT panel. By increasing the wind speed,475
the turbulence contours display the characteristics of non-linear growth. The lowest val-476
ues of these are observed for the EML SBS500 gauge, which demonstrates better aerody-477
namic performance at the level of the collector. This result is also confirmed by the vertical478
k contours plotted in Figure 13, computed with Uw = 10 ms−1. The OTT and the Casella479
gauges show significant turbulence inside the collector at the orifice level, which could have480
a direct impact on the precipitation trajectories. The non-dimensional k values reported in481
Table 5 demonstrate such behaviour, with k/U2w = 0.011 observed for the OTT gauge,482
k/U2w = 0.009 for the Casella model while the ARG100 and SBS500 result in k/U2w = 0.007483
and k/U2w = 0.002 respectively. It is also recognizable that the ’champagne glass’ shape484
of the aerodynamic gauges creates a different turbulent structure in the wake (Figure 13).485
Furthermore, the airflow vectors in Figure13 show that the recirculation region inside the486
gauge collector is stronger for the EML aerodynamic gauges and this occurs at all the tested487
wind regimes. Figure 14 depicts the vertical profiles of k observed above the gauge collec-488
tor which, in addition to Figure 13, confirms the superior aerodynamic behaviour of the489
SBS500 in reducing turbulence. Table 6 highlights that the OTT weighing gauge has a tra-490
ditional ’chimney’ shape that results in a turbulence level (k/U2w = 0.026 observed with491
Uw = 10ms−1) which is one order of magnitude higher than the other gauges. In addition,492
the height of the high k zone is smaller in the case of the ARG100 and SBS500 gauges (re-493
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Figure 12. Horizontal contour plots of the airflow turbulent kinetic energy k (m2s−2) observed at the gauge
collector level. The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations with a horizontal




spectively z/D = 0.06 and z/D = 0.10 against z/D = 0.19 of the OTT). Indications are that494
this behaviour is likely to lead to an improved catch efficiency for the SBS500 when com-495
pared to the other gauges.496
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Figure 13. Color plots of the vertical stream wise section of the airflow turbulent kinetic energy k (m2s−2)
observed at the collector level of the OTT Pluvio2 (a), Casella (b), EML ARG100 (c) and EML SBS500 (d).
The values have been computed by executing SST RANS k − ω simulations with a horizontal wind speed Uw





Figure 14. Vertical profiles of the airflow turbulent kinetic energy k (m2s−2) observed in the center of the
collector (x/D = 0 and y/D = 0); z/D = 0 represents the orifice level. The values have been computed by
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5 Discussion and Conclusions497
Although it has been known for more than 150 years that a conventional cylindrical498
rain gauge shape interferes with the flow of air, leading to undercatch, the problem has not499
received the recognition or attention it deserves. It is an ’a priori’ assumption that, as the500
distortion to the airflow around a rain gauge and the turbulence above the gauge orifice in-501
creases, the catch efficiency of a rain gauge reduces and becomes less predictable and more502
heterogeneous. The results of the CFD simulations reported here provide ’a posteriori’ con-503
firmation of the above in the form of quantified evidence for conventional and aerodynamic504
rain gauge shapes. The findings of this study support the recommendation of Sieck et al.505
[2007] which states that until the rainfall catch of above-ground rain gauges can be quantified506
reliably, a variety of mitigation methods should be considered including using ’innovative507
gauge designs that are aerodynamically less intrusive to the environment’.508
The main conclusions which can be drawn from the results are the following:509
1. The CFD model results indicate that the outer shape of a rain gauge has a strong aero-510
dynamic impact, when affected by wind, in terms of its potential ability to collect pre-511
cipitation.512
2. While previous experimental and analytical studies have suggested that aerodynamically-513
shaped gauges should mitigate undercatch, the CFD simulations reported in this paper514
have provided strong evidence in support of this, and shown clearly the differentiation515
between conventional and aerodynamic gauge shapes.516
3. The spatial distribution of the air velocity contours of Figures 6, 7 and 9 show clearly517
that the aerodynamic gauges have better airflow characteristics than the conventionally-518
shaped gauges.519
4. Spatial plots of the turbulent kinetic energy k in Figures 11-14 reinforce the previous520
conclusion by providing an understanding of the interaction between gauge shape and521
turbulence in the airflow around the gauges tested.522
5. Recirculation patterns with strong downdrafts exist within the airflow plots for the523
aerodynamic gauges which are largely absent for conventional gauges. This is due to524
the shear layer intersecting with the downstream rim of the aerodynamic gauges, thus525
feeding the recirculation which has the potential to improve catch efficiency.526
6. Numerical measures of aerodynamic performance have been quantified from the CFD527
simulations for both the airflow and the turbulent kinetic energy. The results, summa-528
rized in Tables 5 and 6, reinforce the observational evidence in the plots referred to in529
the above conclusions. In particular, the results regarding the turbulent kinetic energy530
field presented in Tables 5 and 6 for the SBS500 have the potential to be of striking531
significance. As Figures 13 and 14 demonstrate, the turbulent kinetic energy above its532
orifice is very low; even when forced with wind conditions of 18 ms, the maximum533
value was less than 1 m2s−2.534
7. Using real-world airflow boundary conditions for a field site in the North East of Eng-535
land retains the wind speed characteristics that are enforced on the modeled system.536
Within this field of research this is a unique approach which, most significantly, pro-537
vides the turbulent kinetic energy k produced at the input boundary conditions. These538
can be non-parameterised and scaled according to each input wind speed selected.539
A high-resolution field campaign at this site is currently underway with the aim of540
further validating the CFD simulations, which are as such bespoke for this particular541
field research station.542
8. Overall, the design of the ’champagne glass’ SBS500 gauge provides the best aero-543
dynamic performance among the gauges which were tested. The ’funnel’-shaped544
ARG100 gauge displays a similar effect, however it is not as strong as the SBS500.545
The ’cylinder’ shaped Casella gauge has a reduced aerodynamic performance com-546
pared to the ARG100 and the SBS500. The shape of the ’chimney’- shaped Pluvio2547
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rain gauge indicates the worst aerodynamic performance when confronted by an air-548
flow.549
The low turbulent kinetic energy value for the EML SBS500 gauge could give rise to a550
more straightforward derivation of the rainfall undercatch, based on a theoretical relationship551
derived from the law of the flow field above the gauge orifice, and the wind speed measured552
at the gauge orifice. Wind speed is accelerated above any gauge which is mounted such as to553
present a blockage to the prevailing airflow. The ’consistency’ of the accelerated wind speed554
however represents a significant advantage for the EML SBS500 when compared to the other555
gauges. This is a feature of the predictability of how the wind acts above the orifice of the556
SBS500, which has the potential to make applying a wind correction more straightforward557
and, importantly, justifiable from a physical perspective as opposed to a statistical model. A558
method of further investigating the turbulence would be to carry out time dependent Large559
Eddy Simulations (LES), but with significantly higher computational costs.560
The expected impact of this research is to foster more accurate precipitation measure-561
ments by raising the awareness of the now greatly understated relevance of measurement ac-562
curacy in hydrological applications having a strong societal impact (floods, water resources,563
climate trends, etc.). We believe that a sound scientific basis is essential to demonstrate that564
biases in traditional rain gauge measurements are not negligible in current operational net-565
works and may lead to large errors in the interpretation of precipitation patterns in both space566
and time, as exemplified by the study of Archer et al. [2007].567
The interpretation of rainfall patterns, speculations about the nature of the rain field,568
scaling vs. non-scaling issues, rainfall event modelling and forecasting efforts, everyday en-569
gineering applications, etc., are indeed all based on the analysis of rainfall intensity mea-570
surements that are recorded at a much lower accuracy than the available technology would571
actually permit, particularly in upland/mountainous areas where higher windspeeds occur.572
Existing technology is not being used as effectively as it could and should be. This is either573
due to a lack of awareness of the issues discussed in this paper, or else due to an underesti-574
mation of their importance and significance. In either case it is hoped that the impact of this575
paper goes some way to raising awareness in both cases.576
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Acronyms577
WMO World Meteorological Organization578
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes579
SST Shear Stress Tensor580
LES Large Eddy Simulations581
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